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Raman excitations and orientational ordering in deuterium at high pressure
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High-resolution Raman spectra of ortho/para mixed crystals of deuterium to 4 K and pressures to 40
GPa reveal a number of phenomena. We find for para-containing samples a large enhancement of high-
frequency vibron sidebands, a total of 11 vibron peaks, and significant changes in the low-frequency rotational
excitations upon passage into the low-temperature phase. Analysis of the spectra reveals that the phase is
orientational ordered and may form a superstructure derived from the high-temperature hcp lattice. The results
also suggest that orientational frustration accompanies the transition in ortho/para mixed crystals.
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Vibrational spectroscopy has been instrumental in elu
dating the crystal structures, bonding properties, and orie
tional state in the solid hydrogens since the earliest inve
gations of these materials. The Raman excitations of th
solids consist of vibrons, rotons, and phonons; they conta
great deal of information because of selection rules deri
from weak interactions between molecules in the solid,
persistence ofJ as a good quantum number to modera
pressures, coupling of nuclear spin and angular momen
and translational lattice symmetry. Measurements of th
excitations have been useful for structural studies as a fu
tion of temperature, pressure, and ortho-para state.1 At low
densities, the Raman vibrons form a multiplet associa
with splitting of the Q1(J) bands (Dn51; DJ50),1,2 the
rotons @S0(J), DJ52# are split into a triplet, and a singl
phonon @Q1(J); Dn51, DJ50)] are characteristic of the
hexagonal-close-packed~hcp! structure. This was found to
be stable for theJ50 solids and for ortho/para mixtures
high temperatures~e.g., near the melting line!. In contrast,
the crystal structure of the low-temperature ordered state
J51 enriched solids at low densities is ordered fcc~space
groupPa3̄!, which is the lowest energy structure for electr
quadrupoles.

The crystal structures and ordering schemes of the l
temperature phases at higher density, however, are unkn
At low pressures, H2 and D2 crystallize in the
orientationally-disordered hcp structure~phase I!.3 Above
about 20 GPa for D2, 60 GPa for HD, and 100 GPa for H2 a
phase transition is observed by both Raman scattering
infrared absorption~phase II!.4–9 At pressures higher tha
150 GPa, a transition to another phase~phase III! takes place
in all three isotopes.3,10,11 In contrast to the transition to
phase III, the I-II transition pressure is expected to be dep
dent on the ortho/para state of the samples.3 In o-D 2 ~evenJ!
the transition to phase II is reported to occur at 28 GPa in
low-temperature limit.4 The Raman-active phonon has be
observed in phase II of D2 near 80 K.7 Up to four infrared
vibron bands have been observed for phase II of D2 at these
temperatures.10 Both of these observations, as well as a
cent low-temperature IR study,12 rule out thePa3̄ structure
originally discussed for phase II.4 Measurements are neede
to characterize the phase and to test proposed structures
540163-1829/96/54~22!/15590~4!/$10.00
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a wider P-T range; for example, the structure of phase
may depend on the ortho/para concentration, and fur
structural changes as a function of pressure and tempera
may occur.

As for the low-density solid, spectroscopic techniqu
can be used to test structural models, including the state
orientational order-disorder, in these phases. The multi
structure of the Raman vibron spectrum@Q1(J) bands#
characteristic of the low-density solid evolves under press
so that the spectrum is dominated by a single strong b
over a wide pressure range.13 With the continued develop
ment of spectroscopic techniques~see, Ref. 3!, additional
features have been observed in Raman spectra of dens
drogens.8,13,14Here we present detailed measurements do
to 4 K for deuterium that unexpectedly reveal up to elev
vibron bands as the solid passes into the low-tempera
phase II. Moreover, we find a previously unobserved mult
let structure in the low-frequency roton spectrum. We su
gest that this rich spectral activity can be understood as a
ing from band folding associated with molecular ordering
a structure derived from hcp. The measurements also re
an intermediate region between phases I and II possibly
sociated with orientational glasslike behavior.

High-purity n-D 2 was loaded at room temperature
modified Mao-Bell diamond-anvil cells. Pressure was m
sured by the ruby gauge, using the quasihydrostatic pres
scale.15 A helium cryostat was used in a continuous-flo
regime for Raman measurements from 4 to 80 K. Spe
were collected~each usually within one minute! during tem-
perature scans lasting 2 to 4 h; between scans the temp
ture was kept at 80 K to insure an equilibrium ortho/pa
concentration of close to 2:1.1 The conversion rate is very
small ~0.06%/h! at low pressures; studies on both isotop
indicate that the rate increases with pressure but still rem
low enough to consider the ortho/para ratio constant dur
the present measurements.16 Several temperature runs we
performed at different pressures, during which the press
was found to be approximately constant~within 0.1 GPa!.
Ortho-rich D2 was produced by keeping samples atl -He
temperatures within phase I for several days. During t
period, Raman roton spectra were monitored, and the in
sity of the J50→2 roton transition was found to increas
R15 590 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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54 R15 591RAMAN EXCITATIONS AND ORIENTATIONAL . . .
relative to that ofJ51→3, indicating conversion. Rama
spectra were excited with an argon-ion laser~488.0 and
514.5 nm! and recorded with both a 1.33 meter sing
grating spectrograph~for higher resolution vibron spectra a
3100–3200 cm21! and triple spectrographs~for rotons and
phonons at 50–1000 cm21!. All systems were equipped with
CCD detectors and the spectral resolution was 1 an
cm21, respectively.

The evolution of the Raman spectrum of D2 with
temperature at 37.5 GPa is shown in Fig. 1, and the co
sponding frequency shifts are given in Fig. 2. The sam
was an ortho/para mixture close to that ofn-D 2.17 Signifi-
cant changes are observed in all three frequency range
44 K. The main vibron at 3082 cm21 shows a shift to lower
frequency of about 2 cm21. Peaks corresponding to eac
phase are clearly resolved in the transition-tempera
region ~2 K!, indicating that the frequency shift is discon
tinuous @Fig. 2~b!#. We also observed a dramatic intens
increase and narrowing of the high-frequency vibron si
bands in the transition temperature region~right panel of
Fig. 1!; these are very weak and broad in the hig
temperature phase and approximately 200 times weaker
the principal vibron in the low-temperature phase. In pre
ous work, two sidebands were evident;8 with the increase in
sensitivity and resolution, we now observe a total of 11
brons in the low-temperature phase. The low-frequency
ton band, which is continuous with the ambient press
J50→2 transition~left panel!, splits at the transition and
develops into a triplet, and a weak feature appears at lo
frequency. The phonon persists at all temperatures and p
sures, indicating that the structure is notPa3̄; this is also
observed in the ortho-rich samples. Reference 4 reporte
splitting of the roton band~into a doublet! but no measure-
ments of the phonon. All changes observed here are rev
ible, and no hysteresis was observed at the transition wi
the precision of the temperature determination~;0.5 K!. We
also observed no time evolution of the low-temperat
phase spectrum in a control experiment in which the sam
was held overnight at 6 K, thus showing there are no effe
of ortho-para conversion.

A second change in the spectra occurs between 37 an

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of deuterium as a function of tempera
at 37.5 GPa. The spectra are normalized for background inten
and corrected for the Bose factor at low frequencies. The das
vertical lines identify the changes between 37 and 38 K.
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K in the above samples. Although the main vibron is co
tinuous, there are clear changes in the high-frequency vib
sideband region. Three of the lower sidebands show a
continuity in frequency@Fig. 2~a!#, and new, weak lines ap
pear between the main vibron and the higher frequency s
bands~see below!. Also, a new low-frequency line appears
100 cm21 and each component of the broad triplet narro
and becomes more distinct. We tentatively designate the
termediate~or transitional! region as II8, with the field of the
lower temperature phase labeled as II~Fig. 3!. The tempera-
ture difference between the first and second change in
spectra decreases with increasing pressure such that the
lines would merge near 45 GPa and 50 K, although the
istence of two separate phase transitions remains to be d
mined. We point out, however, that the lower temperat
boundary~II-II 8) is close to the I-II line measured for ortho
rich deuterium. The I-II8 boundary was not observed in me
surements on the ortho-rich D2 samples. The lower tempera
ture line ~I-II ! agrees with that determined by Silvera a
Wijngaarden4 for o-D 2. The I-II8 boundary is close to the
phase line reported by Cuiet al.12 who studied a sample
loaded asn-D 2.

The new vibron spectrum is thus remarkably rich, with
least eleven vibron bands observed in phase II of the p
containing sample. These bands could be associated wit
cal modes due to the mixed crystal character of the sam
However, this is unlikely because~a! the bands appea
abruptly at the phase transition;~b! they are weak, but sharp
unlike typical disorder-induced features; and~c! their pres-
sure dependence follows that of the vibron fundamen

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature dependence of the Raman frequ
cies at 37.5 GPa in the vicinity of the phase transitions~dashed
vertical lines!. ~b! Temperature dependence of the principal v
ron. The value ofdn/dT decreases from about 0.2 cm21/K be-
low the discontinuity to 0.04 cm21/K at low temperature where
its frequency asymptotically approaches 3080.3 cm21 at this pres-
sure.
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Alternatively, the origin of the new bands lies in a crystall
graphic change. The lack of hysteresis rules out a recons
tive transformation, and the phonon persists into the lo
temperature phase; these observations indicate that
structure is derived from hcp.

Further insight can be gained from the band structure
the vibron. Infrared spectra of pure solids and Raman spe
of isotopic alloys reveal the width of the vibron band f
the hcp solid~see Ref. 3!, and one can calculate the vibro
dispersion. We used the tight-binding model of v
Kranendonk1 and, as in Ref. 14, we neglected the effect
J51 molecules and assume anR26 dependence for the hop
ping amplitudes. The scale for the overall intermolecu
hopping was set to match the bandwidth at the appropr
density. We included 400 nearest neighbors and used
idealc/a ratio. Orientational ordering lowers crystal symm
try and allows modes that had been Raman inactive to
seen. Which specific modes may acquire Raman activit
this way depends on what superstructure the ordered p
forms with respect to the orientationally disordered h
phase. We have tested all superstructures up to 63636.

The results are shown in Fig. 4 for a representative sp
trum at 36 GPa and 6 K. We find quite good agreem
between the vibron frequencies and the calculations fo
33531 superstructure. Most of the vibron sidebands~in-
cluding the weak features at 3100–3150 cm21) can be ex-
plained as arising from this symmetry lowering and exp
sion of the unit cell, with vibrons having zero Raman activ
in the hcp structure acquiring intensity by Brillouin zon
folding and loss of inversion symmetry~Fig. 4!. Unlike
phase I,18 similar bands appear in both the Raman and
frared spectra, indicating that phase II lacks inversion sy

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of deuterium at low temperatures.
pressures reported in Ref. 4 have been corrected using the
recent quasihydrostatic pressure calibration~Ref. 15!.
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metry. Moreover, the pressure dependence of the freque
of the Raman vibron sideband at 3165.4 cm21 coincides
well with the infrared mode in phase I~Ref. 12!. Infrared
absorption spectra of D2 in phase II~Refs. 10 and 12! show
sidebands of similar shape and width to the Raman sideba
in Fig. 4 and are likely of the same origin. The present
sults suggest that the structures of such ortho-para m
crystals of D2 in phase II are quite complex~e.g., lower
symmetry than those considered in Ref. 12 foro-D 2). Nota-
bly, Raman spectra of ortho-rich D2 have a smaller numbe
of vibron and roton bands,19 indicative of a simpler ordering
scheme.

Finally, we comment on the close proximity of the II-II8
boundary to the I-II phase line ofo-D2. Increasing concen-
tration of para~J51! molecules shifts the main orderin
transition to higher temperature. We suggest that in the
termediate region the ordering is incomplete, and the proc
is finished with further cooling as the transition temperatu
for pureo-D 2 is approached. We further speculate that in t
intermediate region the material exhibits glassy behav
arising from orientational frustration, perhaps analogous
the orientational glass found for ortho-para mixtures in
narrow temperature interval at ambient pressure.20 The zone-
folding calculation discussed above may be viewed as
illustration of how the vibron sidebands develop during t
transition to the high-pressure ordered state. Further un
standing of these phenomena will require detailed meas
ments as a function of ortho/para content and additio
theoretical study. Direct structural information on the low
temperature phases of this material should be possible
the recent development of third-generation synchrotron x-
techniques.

This work was supported by the NSF and NASA.
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FIG. 4. Left panel: Calculated vibron band structure for hc
structured hydrogen. The open points on the dispersion curves
respond to the zone center for a zone-folded structure. The irre
ible zone is shown in the insert. Right panel: Detail of the vibr
sidebands at 36.1 GPa and 6 K. The horizontal lines denote ca
lated frequencies for 335 zone folding as shown in the insert. Th
dashed lines show the frequencies corresponding to high-symm
points obtained from the zone folding~i.e., alongG-M ). Improved
agreement can be obtained by the introduction of additional eff
~and parameters! such as anisotropy in the force constants a
changes in thec/a ratio.
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